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Executive Summary 
The grounds for competition have changed – enterprises are increasingly defined by the 
way they build software. Challenger banks, online healthcare providers, e-commerce 
leaders and other upstarts are winning customers by providing new applications. In fact, 
over the next five years, enterprises will build 500 million new applications, equal to the 
number of applications built over the past 40 years1.  

To compete effectively, enterprises must create an environment where developers can do 
their best work. That requires access to modern constructs – containers, microservices, 
APIs – and the fluidity to work across clouds. The result is a tremendous amount of 
diversity for the operations team to accommodate. These parallel forces are driving 
adoption of Kubernetes as a way to orchestrate the use of containers across multiple 
clouds.  

VMware® Tanzu Mission Control allows enterprises to manage all their Kubernetes 
clusters regardless of where they reside. Developers can access the resources they need, 
when they need them; operators can apply consistent policy and security across clusters 
and fleets.  

Let’s explore how VMware Tanzu Mission Control meets the needs of both key 
constituencies in effort to build modern applications.  

Step 1: Attach your existing Kubernetes clusters running in any 
environment to VMware Tanzu Mission Control 
Kubernetes is in its infancy – the technology is little more than five years old. And yet, 
65% of enterprises are already running two or more Kubernetes distributions2. The typical 
enterprise may have development teams working with containers that span a packaged 
Kubernetes distribution, a managed Kubernetes service and/or a DIY Kubernetes 
footprint.  

How to properly manage all these clusters that reside in disparate environments? VMware 
Tanzu Mission Control enables you to attach conformant Kubernetes clusters from any 
environment, offering a centralized place to govern and manage your entire Kubernetes 
footprint, on prem – either in VM or on bare metal, in public clouds, through Kubernetes 
service providers such as Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS), Azure Kubernetes 
Service (AKS), or Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE), or at the edge, gaining better 
visibility and control over them. 

The process of attaching a cluster involves three simple steps: 

1. Register the cluster 
2. Install the agent 
3. Verify the connection 

 

 

 

1 Oct 2018 - IDC FutureScape - Doc # US44403818. IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT 
Industry 2019 Predictions 
 
2 Portworx and Aqua Security: Container Adoption Study, 2019.  

KUBERNETES CHALLENGES 

• Kubernetes clusters can reside in 
disparate environments – on prem, 
in public clouds, on bare metal and at 
the edge 

• Different teams vary in terms of 
Kubernetes adoption speed, and 
have their unique Kubernetes needs 

• Delivering Kubernetes as a service 
across different environments to 
different teams is challenging 

• Operation inconsistency across 
environments and teams is causing 
security and compliance risks. 
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Here’s how to do it in VMware Tanzu Mission Control. 

1. Login to your VMware Tanzu Mission Control dashboard to see all of your 
Kubernetes clusters running across all environments. And click the “Attach 
Cluster” button in VMware Tanzu Mission Control to start attaching existing 
clusters. 

 
 

2. Register your cluster by selecting a cluster group, providing a unique cluster 
name and description, and entering labels as needed. 

 
 

3. When you click “Register”, VMware Tanzu Mission Control generates a YAML 
script specifically for your cluster and displays the	kubectl	command to run the 
script. Run the command in your kubectl command window. The YAML script 
runs a small set of extensions in your cluster to connect it with the Cluster Agent 
service. 

 

 

 

WHAT IS VMWARE TANZU MISSION 
CONTROL? 

VMware Tanzu Mission Control	is a 
centralized management platform for 
consistently operating and securing 
your Kubernetes infrastructure and 
modern applications across multiple 
teams and clouds.  
 
It provides operators with a single 
control point to give developers the 
independence they need to drive 
business forward, while ensuring 
consistent management and 
operations across environments for 
increased security and governance. 
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4. After the extensions are up and running in your cluster, return to VMware Tanzu 
Mission Control console and click “Verify Connection”. Now your cluster is 
successfully attached! You can start taking advantage of VMware Tanzu Mission 
Control to manage clusters and users. 

  

Step 2: Provision clusters directly on VMware Tanzu Mission Control 
across a number of different infrastructure providers 
VMware Tanzu Mission Control also enables users to provision new clusters directly 
through its UI across a number of different infrastructure providers3. It provides a 
common set of APIs, UIs, and CLIs for users to provision Kubernetes clusters with 
consistent features, and subsequently handle life cycle management tasks for these 
clusters like upgrading, scaling and deleting.  

The technology behind the scenes here is an open source technology called Cluster API, 
which is a sub-project underneath the open source Kubernetes project. With Cluster API, 
the community is building a specialized toolset to bring declarative, Kubernetes-style 
APIs to cluster creation, configuration, and management. It is a cloud agnostic tool that 
greatly improves the user experience and also allows more sophisticated automation in 
terms of cluster life cycle management. Cluster API is being embraced by a number of 
major Kubernetes providers in the market today and is powering VMware Tanzu Mission 
Control for its life cycle management of clusters across different environments.  

Now, with VMware Tanzu Mission Control, enterprises can enable Kubernetes as a 
Service to their developers from a number of different environments. Whenever they 
need clusters and wherever they want clusters to be provisioned from, developers can 
get them from Tanzu Mission Control just by a few simple clicks.  

Here is how to provision a new cluster from your AWS account set up in VMware Tanzu 
Mission Control. 

 

3 Tanzu Mission Control initially supports provision, scale, upgrade and delete cluster on 
AWS EC2, with other environments coming soon.  

HOW DOES VMWARE TANZU MISSION 
CONTROL HELP? 

Enable developer independence and 
innovation, with control.		

Through API-driven workflows, 
centralized authentication, and 
application-specific policy 
enforcement, VMware Tanzu Mission 
Control gives developers self-service 
access to the right environment they 
need to test and run their 
containerized applications.	 

Manage and operate Kubernetes 
everywhere, with consistency. 

Empower teams to run applications 
across any infrastructure—vSphere, 
public clouds, bare metal—while 
maintaining visibility and observability 
over clusters and applications.		 

Secure and harden a distributed 
system, with confidence.		

Enforce access, backup, security, and 
compliance policies across clouds and 
clusters—even thousands of clusters 
running at the edge. 
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1. To provision a new cluster, start by clicking “New Clusters” button in VMware 
Tanzu Mission Control and on the drop-down menu, select AWS as the 
destination 

 
 

2. Name your cluster, add description, and input metrics such as Cluster Group, 
AWS account, region, Kubernetes version and VCP CIDR, then you will be 
moved to the next step to choose what type of cluster you would like to 
provision. 
 
There are two types of clusters – development cluster or “production cluster. 
Development cluster has single control plane node and is recommended to use 
for development environments. Production cluster has three control plane nodes 
and is recommended for production environments. In addition, if you choose to 
provision production cluster, you will also be able to enable multiple availability 
zones for your cluster. 

 
 
 
 
 

CORE CAPABILITIES OF VMWARE TANZU 
MISSION CONTROL 

• Cluster lifecycle management 

• Identity and access management 

• Security and configuration 
management 

• Observability and diagnostics 

• Audit and compliance 

• Connectivity and traffic management 
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3. Add label to your cluster, define Node Pool and then click “Create” button to 
create the cluster. A node pool is a group of nodes within a cluster that all have 
the same configuration.  
 
After you click “Create”, you will be directed back to the Clusters page where 
you can search or sort to find the cluster you just created. VMware Tanzu 
Mission Control provisions the resources necessary for your cluster in your cloud 
provider account. It then creates the cluster and attaches it to your organization 
in the cluster group that you specified.  

Step 3: Organize your clusters and namespaces by cluster groups or 
workspaces 
VMware Tanzu Mission Control maintains visibility and control of thousands of clusters, 
but the last thing an operator needs is a laundry list of all those clusters — they must be 
organized. For this purpose, VMware Tanzu Mission Control introduces two key concepts 
to meet the needs of both operators and developers. 

Cluster Group: Platform operators can create logical cluster groups which they can 
manage as a fleet — for example, operators can apply a common set of policies across a 
fleet of like clusters rather than many individual clusters. A cluster group can include 
clusters that exist in one or more environments and that are shared across teams. 
Platform operators can create, view and delete cluster groups, or move a cluster from 
one group to another as needed. 

Workspace: Kubernetes namespaces are a way to divide cluster resources between 
multiple user, and most development teams organize application services by 
namespaces. But often times, developers have to work across different clusters for 
certain projects, which introduces a need to access multiple namespaces across one or 
more clusters. Tanzu Mission Control includes workspaces to meet this need. Developers 
can use workspaces to group namespaces from one or more clusters, and workspaces 
can also be shared across teams. 

 
The next a few steps show you how to use the cluster group and workspace concepts to 
organize your clusters and namespaces. 

 
1. You are able to group clusters into different cluster groups such as “Dev Cluster 

Group” or “Production Cluster Group”, and also create new cluster group by 
clicking “New Cluster Group” button.  

 
 

VMWARE TANZU MISSION 
CONTROL FOR MULTIPLE TEAMS 

For Infrastructure teams 

• Deliver Kubernetes as 
a service 

• Architect a modern 
infrastructure platform 

• Migrate to the cloud 
 

For development teams 

• Architect your 
application on 
Kubernetes 

• Power developer self-
service and DevOps 
workflows 

 

For operational teams 

• Manage, operate, and 
secure your 
application 
environment 

• Manage developer 
access to Kubernetes 
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2. When you attach an existing cluster or provision a new cluster, you will be able 
to specify which cluster group you would like to associate the cluster with. 

 
 

3. Same with workspaces, you will be able to group namespaces into workspaces, 
and also create new workspace as needed. When you create a new namespace, 
you are be able to specify which workspace you would like to associate this 
namespace with. 
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Step 4: Monitor your cluster’s status and health with VMware Tanzu 
Mission Control 
By collecting all your clusters into a single control point, VMware Tanzu Mission Control 
gives you oversight of your Kubernetes estate. That includes the ability to assess the 
health of your Kubernetes clusters across environments. VMware Tanzu Mission Control 
provides high-level monitoring and observability. With VMware Tanzu Mission Control, 
you will be able to view: 

● A full list of existing clusters across your entire footprint 
● Cluster metadata and high-level resource allocation and availability information 
● Lists of nodes, namespaces, and workloads of a given cluster with basic metrics  
● List of all namespaces and workloads across all clusters 
● Health of all the cluster components and nodes. The health status is visualized 

on the dashboard and can be easily monitored. 
● Conformant status of the clusters to ensure your cluster follows the best 

practices. You can run inspections and view reports to check if anything’s wrong.  
 

Conformance testing uses a powerful open source tool called Sonobuoy to run the 
inspection. Sonobuoy is a diagnostic tool that makes it easier to understand the state of a 
Kubernetes cluster by running a set of Kubernetes conformance tests in an accessible and 
non-destructive manner. Sonobuoy is the tool used by the Cloud Native Computing 
Foundation for its Kubernetes conformance testing.  

 

1. View a full list of all your clusters across all the environments. 
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2. Cluster overview shows the key metadata of the clusters as well as the health 
status of the components, which is visualized for you to easily tell if there is 
anything wrong with your cluster components. 

 
 

3. View a list of namespaces across all clusters 
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4. Run cluster inspection to check the conformant status of your clusters and view 
the inspection report to see where the issues are. 

 
 

Step 5:  Apply policies to your clusters or workspaces to manage user 
access, security and compliance 
At the beginning of this guide we noted that Kubernetes introduces a lot of diversity in 
terms of both applications and environments. VMware Tanzu Mission Control supports 
that diversity with consistent operations, which is most apparent in the way it handles 
policy — access, networking, security and more.  

VMware Tanzu Mission Control allows you to exert governance over clusters, applications 
and users. With a powerful policy framework, it enables platform operators to apply 
policies to physical and logical resources across a variety of Kubernetes environments, 
on-prem and on public cloud. Policies that can be applied through the policy engine 
include: 

● Access Policy: To align people structure to infrastructure structure, VMware 
Tanzu Mission Control ensures only permissioned users have access to certain 
platform features and the underlying Kubernetes clusters. Through the policy 
engine, operators can grant different levels of access rights—such as admin, 
create, view or edit—to clusters or cluster groups. 
 

● Image registry policy: Using VMware Tanzu Mission Control, you can make the 
deployments to namespaces in your clusters more secure by restricting the 
image registries from which images can be pulled. VMware Tanzu Mission 
Control allows you to manage image registry restrictions at the organizational 
level, at the workspace level, and for individual namespaces as well. 
 

● Network policy: To enhanced security management, you can also use VMware 
Tanzu Mission Control to manage network restrictions – you can create a 
network policy that defines how pods communicate with each other and other 
network endpoints.  
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Such a powerful engine offers operators a lot of flexibility in terms of managing different 
types of clusters for different teams, and at the same time ensures efficiency by allowing 
mass application of the policies against a group of clusters or namespaces. 

Here are examples of how to apply policies in VMware Tanzu Mission Control: 

1. Apply access policies to enable certain users with certain access in a certain 
workspace. You can define different roles of the user to give the proper access. 
And the user will also automatically inherit access policies from the workspace 
he/she is in. 

 
 

2. Apply image registry policy to namespaces. An image registry policy specifies a 
whitelist of registry domains from which images can be pulled for deployment in 
your managed namespaces. 

 
 

Conclusions 
VMware Tanzu Mission Control allows you to manage all your Kubernetes clusters — 
across packaged Kubernetes distributions, managed Kubernetes services and DIY 
footprints — from a single control point.  

If you’re an operator, you will have complete visibility of your entire Kubernetes estate, 
always know the health of each cluster, and have command of policy for access, continaer 
registry, network, security and more. That’s remarkable control over a diverse 
environment.  

If you’re a developer, you will have the freedom to use modern constructs and the self-
service access to Kubernetes resources. You won’t need to worry about infrastructure but 
focus on what you do best — writing code.  

LEARN MORE 

To learn more about VMware Tanzu 
Mission Control, visit our website at 
cloud.vmware.com/tanzu-mission-
control  
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The bottom-line then, is that VMware Tanzu Mission Control helps your organization build 
modern applications on a modern infrastructure. We’re here to help you compete and 
win.  
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Glossary 
 

Container A container is a standard unit of software that packages up code and all its dependencies so 
the application runs quickly and reliably from one computing environment to another. 

Kubernetes Kubernetes is a portable, extensible, open-source platform for managing containerized 
workloads and services, that facilitates both declarative configuration and automation. The 
name Kubernetes originates from Greek, meaning helmsman or pilot. 

VMware Tanzu Mission Control VMware Tanzu Mission Control provides a single control point for teams to more easily 
manage Kubernetes and operate modern, containerized applications across multiple 
clouds and clusters. 

Namespace  Kubernetes supports multiple virtual clusters backed by the same physical cluster. These 
virtual clusters are called namespaces. Namespaces are intended for use in environments 
with many users spread across multiple teams, or projects. 

Kubectl Kubectl is a command line interface for running commands against Kubernetes clusters 

Workspace Workspace is a VMware Tanzu Mission control concept. Workspaces can be used to group 
namespaces from one or more physical clusters, and workspaces can also be shared 
across teams. 

Cluster Group  Cluster group is a VMware Tanzu Mission Control concept. A cluster group can include 
clusters that exist in one or more environments and that are shared across teams. 
Platform operators can create logical cluster groups which they can manage as a fleet. 

Node Pool A node pool is a group of nodes within a cluster that all have the same configuration. 

Cluster API Project  Cluster API project is a subproject of Kubernetes open source project. With Cluster API, 
the community is building a specialized toolset to bring declarative, Kubernetes-style 
APIs to cluster creation, configuration, and management. 

Cluster Connection Agent 

 

In VMware Tanzu Mission Control, the agent enables users to connect existing 
Kubernetes clusters from other clouds and environments, for centralized operational 
consistency. 
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